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A new proof for a known result in risk theory 
F1. De Vylder (*) 
ABSTRACT 
In the classical risk model, an insurer pays claim costs at he instants o f  their occurrence and he 
receives premiums in a continuous linear way. I f  there is no initial risk reserve, it is known that, 
under specified assumptions, the probabil ity of  non-ruin in the finite interval (o, t) equals 
^ 1 ,Ct 
t~I=E-T-~ ° tF(s) ds ,  (1) 
where tF(s) is the distribution function of  the total ity of  claim costs in the interval (o, t) and 
where c is the constant rate of  premium income. For (1), we refer the reader to TAKACS (1967) 
and to the bibliography in chapter 7 of  that book. Here we give a new, rather elementary demon- 
stration of  that relation. It is possible that our method of  proof  allows extensions to more general 
situations. 
The reader should note that by the "global" point of  view adopted in this paper, the delicate 
problems of  measurabil ity are solved automatical ly. 
1. GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR THE PROBA- 
BILITY OF NON-RUIN IN A FINITE TIME 
INTERVAL 
1.1. The claim number process 
We assume that the claim number process is defined 
by densities tPn(t l  . . . . .  tn) (n = o, 1, 2 .... ; 
o g t I ,~ t 2 ,; . . .  ,~ t n < t). This means that the prob- 
ability of n claims exactly in the interval (o, t), the 
k-th claim (k = 1, 2 ..... n) being in the infinitesimal 
interval dtk, equals tPn (tl ..... tn) dt I ... dtn. For 
n = o, tPo is the probability of no claim in (o, t). 
Note that tPo is not exactly a density. The general 
expression for tPn(tl . . . . .  tn), in function of the 
intensity of the process, can be found e.g. in DE 
VYLDER (to be published). We do not need that 
expression i this paper. Here it is sufficient to know 
that, in the most usual processes, tPn(tl ..... tn) does 
not depend on t I ..... t n. 
For example, in the case of a Poisson process with 
parameter X,
tPn(t l  . . . . .  t n) = X n e -Xt ' 
since, in such a process 
-Xt 1 -X(t 2 -t l )  ~.dt 2
tPn(tl ..... tn) dt l  ... dtn= e ~,dtle 
-~,(tn- tn_ 1 ) -~,(t- t n ) 
... e ~,dt n e 
by an evident interpretation f the factors in the last 
member. More generally, in the case of a compound 
Poisson process, i.e. a Poisson process with weighted 
parameter X,
tPn (tl ..... tn)'= T~'n e-~'t d G (~k), 
O 
where G (~.) is a distribution function on (o, **). 
In the general case, the probability of exactly n claims 
in (o, t) equals 
f t  . . .  f t  ten= dt 1 f td t2  dt n tPn(t l  ..... tn), 
o tl tn_ 1 
(n=1,2  . . . .  ; teo=tPo)"  
If tPn (tl ..... tn) is symmetrical in t I .... t n, this can 
be written 
te n =~1 o f td t l  oJ'tdt2"'" ftdtno tPn(tl ..... tn)" 
If tPn (tl ..... tn) = tPn does not depend on t I ..... t n, 
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then it follows that the probability of exactly n claims 
in (o, t) equals 
ten = tp n tn /n  ! . (2) 
In particular, in the Poisson case and the compound 
Poisson case 
xnt n -).t = f xn t n _Xtd  
ten -  n! e ' ten o n---[--e G(X). 
1.2. The claim costs 
With each claim instant is associated a non-negative 
claim cost. We assume that the costs are i. i. d. 
random variables, also independent of the claim 
number process. The distribution function of a single 
cost is denoted by S(x). The distribution function of 
the sum of the costs in the interval (o, t) is denoted 
by tF(x). It equals, in the well known convolutive 
notation 
t F (x) ~ ten = S ~ n(x) (3) 
1 1 = O  
Of course, this expression for tqn is very cumbersome. 
It can nevertheless be used in order to derive the for- 
mula considered in this paper. 
2. PROBABILITY OF NON-RUIN IN A PARTICULAR 
CASE 
2.1. Assumptions 
From now on we assume that 
(i) tPn (tl . . . . .  tn) = tPn' independent o f t  1 ..... t n. 
(ii) u = o .  
(iii) c( t )=ct  (c>o) .  
In many considerations below, we assume n > o. The 
case n = o is clear. 
2.2. Integration in a different order 
Under the assumptions in 2.1, it is easily verified that 
the set of  conditions (6) is equivalent to the set of 
conditions 
1.3. The probability of non-ruin in (o, t) 
The insurer pays the cost of each claim, at the very 
instant of its occurrence. He owns an initial risk re- 
serve u/> o. He receives premiums in a deterministic 
way. Let c(t) be the totality of premiums received by 
the insurer in the interval (o, t). Then, at each instant 
t the insurer's risk reserve quals u + c(t)-  x 1- . . . - x  n, 
where x 1 ..... x n are the costs of the claims in (o, t). 
The insurer is said to be ruined in (o, t) if his risk re- 
serve is negative at some instant in that interval. Let 
us denote by tq the probability of non-ruin in (o, t) 
and by tqn the probability of exactly n claims in (o, t) 
and non-ruin in (o, t). Then 
t q= £ tqn (4) 
n - o  
Moreover, tqn can be expressed as the integral of 
tPn (tl .... tn) d tl ... d tn d S (Xl) ... d S(xn) (5) 
over the set of points in the space of the variables 
t I .... t n, Xl,..., x n defined by the relations 
o ~ t l~  t 
o ~ x 1 ~; u+c( t l )  
t 1 ~ t 2 ~ t 
(6) 
o *; x 2 ~ u+c( t2 ) -x  1 
. . , . ,  , . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
tn_ 1 ¢ t n ¢ t 
o ~; x n ~ u+C( tn) -X  1 - . . . -x  n_l 
x 1 + x 2+ . . ,+  x n< ct 
1 
(x l+x  2+. . .+xn_  1 +x  n)< t n < t 7- 
1 
T" (Xl + x2 + "'" + Xn-1) < tn-1 < tn 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 
-~-(x 1+ x 2) < t 2 < t 3 
1 
-6- Xl < tl < t2 
(7) 
where the conditions x I ;~ o .... , x n • o are understood. 
Therefore, 
tqn = tPn f t fn  (Xl ..... Xn) d S(Xl) ... d S (Xn), (8) 
where the integral must be taken over the set D defined 
by the first relation (7) and where 
t t 2 
tfn(Xl ..... Xn)= (fxld+t.n.+xn')/c f t3dt2  fx l / cdt l  
(x I + x2)/c 
(9) 
2.3. Equivalence 
We say that the functions g(x I . . . . .  Xn), h(x 1 ..... Xn) 
are equivalent if
fD g(xl ..... Xn) dS (Xl) ... dS (Xn) 
= fD h(xl  ..... xn) dS(xl)  "'" dS(xn)" 
This equivalence is denoted by the symbol -=. It is the 
purpose of  the next considerations to replace 
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tfn (x 1 ..... Xn) by a simple equivalent function in (8). 
We note the following simple facts. 
2.3. I. If (i I ..... in) is a permutation of (1 ..... n), then 
g(x 1 ..... x n) = g(xil  ..... Xin)- 
Indeed, the variables Xl,..., x n are "dummy" integra- 
tion variables. They may be permuted. This permuta- 
tion does not affect the expression dS(x l ) . . ,  dS(xn), 
neither the definition of the symmetrical domain D. 
2.3.2. If g (x 1 ..... Xn) is symmetrical in x I ..... Xk + 1 
(k+ 1 ~ n), then 
g(x 1 ..... x n)(x 1+ ... + x k) 
k 
-= k+l  g(xl  ..... Xn)(Xl + "'" + Xk+l)"  
Indeed, by 2.3.1, g(x 1 ..... Xn) x i -~ g(x 1 ..... Xn) xj 
( i , j= 1, 2 .... .  k+ l ) .  
By summation over i = 1, 2 ..... k and j = 1, 2 ..... k + 1, 
one obtains the indicated relation. 
2.3.3. Using the abbreviations 
s l=x l /c ,  s2=(x 1+ x2)/c . . . . .  Sn=(Xl+...+Xn)/C, 
we prove that 
tfn(Xl ..... Xn ) = ft  dt n''" ft3 dt 2 ft2 dt 1 
s n s 2 s 1 
t n S n 
n! (1 - -~---). (10) 
We make a repeated use of the equivalence in 2.3.2. 
In order to avoid lengthy expressions, we take n = 3. 
From this case, the general argument is transparent. 
We have 
t 
t f3 (x l 'x2 'x3)  = f3 
t 
= fs3 d t3 sf~ 3 d t2 
t 
d t 3 fst?dt2 fst? d t 1 
• ( t2 -s  1) 
s 2 t 1 2 
.(t 2- - -~-)= f dt 3.~(t 3-s 2t3) 
s 3 
t 1 2 
-=f d t3 .~( t  3 -  
s 3 
"s 3 t 3) = T ( t3 -s  3 t2). 
2.4. Final formulae 
From (8) and (10) it follows that 
t n s n 
tqn=tPn  n--fiT-, fD (1-  t )dS(x l ) " 'dS(xn)"  
If we take the new variable s = c s n = x 1 + ... + x n 
and use the convolutive notation, the multiple integral 
can be written as a simple integral. Then, by (2) 
ct  
tqn =ten  fo (1-  c~ )dS* n(s). (11) 
This result is also valid for n = o, provided the integral 
is taken on the closed interval [o, c t]. Then 
c t S* 
tq = ~ tqn =fo  (1-  s )d [  ~ ten n(s)], 
n= O ct n= O 
or finally, by (3) : 
ct 
tq = fo (1- s_s__)d t F(s). (12) 
ct 
An integration by parts gives the announced formula (1). 
Note that he validity of all the transformations u ed 
in this paper results from the fact that all the considered 
functions are non- negative. 
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